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THE MATHEMATICALGAZE'LITE

However, this is not an elementarybook. The authorssay they have aimed this
book towardsreaderswho have studied the third year of a mathematicsdegree and
some undergraduatephysics. Readers certainlyneed a comprehensiveintroductory
course in quantummechanics under their belt. Further,I doubt that three years of
undergraduatemathematics study would equip a reader well enough to cope with
everythingthat is in this book. In my experience, some of the mathematicsneeded
to readthis book is not taughtuntil the fourthyear of a degree or at masterslevel.
The book outlines the mathematicalconcepts upon which the theory of quantum
mechanics is built. It is not a comprehensivebook upon quantummechanics. The
authorsexpect readersto know aboutperturbationtheory,spin, atoms and molecules,
and other elementarytopics which they openly acknowledge are omitted from the
book. They also expect familiaritywith quite profoundmathematicalconcepts like
operatorson a Hilbert Space and Banach spaces, but they do append clear tuition
upon these matters- these mathematicalsupplementsare some of the best I've ever
seen. The book provides an introductionto quantum field theory and quantum
electrodynamics,but it is not a text upon those subjects. This book does not contain
exercises.
In my opinion, this is not a book for undergraduateseither in mathematicsor
physics. It is a first class study book for graduateswishing to gain a very deep
understandingof the mathematicaltheory that underlies quantummechanics, but
they will requiremore than a three-yearmathematicsdegree to tackle all of it. As
such a studybook, it is first class - well done to Gustafsonand Sigal.
D. MORRIS
31 Long Row, Port Mulgrave TS13 5LF
The colours of infinity, by Ian Stewart, Arthur C Clarke, Benoit Mandelbrot,
Michael and Louisa Barnsley, Will Rood, Gary Flake, David Pennock, Robert
Prechterand Nigel Lesmoir-Gordon.Pp. 176. ?19.95 (pbk). 2004. ISBN 1 904555
05 5 (ClearBooks).
In 1994 Nigel Lesmoir-Gordonproducedand directeda TV documentaryabout
fractal geometry; this book is published to mark both the 10th anniversaryof this
film and the 80th birthdayof Benoit Mandelbrot.The price covers a DVD of the
original documentarywhich also includes a half-hour 'fractal animation chill-out
movie' with music by Pink Floyd'sDavid Gilmour.
Ian Stewartsets the scene with a non-technicalintroductionto fractals,placing
this new geometry in a historical context and explaining the concept of fractal
dimension with particular reference to the British coastline. He also looks at
applicationsto turbulence,Brownian motion, vibrationand digital communications
technology. ArthurC Clarke, who was anchormanin the film, focuses on iteration
and the Mandelbrotset, which he calls 'the most extraordinarydiscovery in the
history of mathematics'.Mandelbrot'sown chapteris based on a lecturehe delivered
at a Nobel conference in 1990; it examines the ubiquityof fractalsin natureand art.
Michael Barnsley, who has specialized in the creationof fractalimages, explains the
principlesof transformationusing an analogy from soccer.
Those four writers also appearin the documentary,but, for the purpose of this
celebratory volume, other authors have been invited to participate. The
mathematicianand fractalanimatorWill Rood looks at the possibilities for colouring
the M-set in various ways and draws analogies between it and Escher'stessellations.
An essay which models the World Wide Web as an example of fractal organization
is contributed by Yahoo! researchers Gary Flake and David Pennock. The
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'socionomist' RobertPrechterdescribesthe behaviourof stock prices in the financial
market in terms of fractal self-affinity. The final two chapters are devoted to the
documentary,with the produceroffering a behind-the-scenesaccount of how it was
made as well as the film script itself. The book is lavishly illustratedin colour and
would be a welcome additionto any school library,and there is, of course, the bonus
of the DVD as an opportunityto liven up the occasional lesson.
GERRYLEVERSHA
St Paul's School, LondonSW139JT
Synch: the emerging science of spontaneous order, by Steven Strogatz. Pp. 338.
?8.99. 2004. ISBN 0 141 00763 X (Penguin).
The tendency of systems spontaneously to synchronise or 'self-organise' is
observed in a wide range of phenomena in the physical, biological and human
worlds. It is encounteredon a wide range of scales, from the quantumbehaviourof
photons in lasers and electrons in superconductorsto the simultaneousflashing of
fireflies and the 'biological clocks' controllingheartbeatsand circadianrhythms.
Synch is a very readable popular account of the efforts of applied
mathematiciansover the last 30 years or so to formulatemathematicalmodels that
exhibit, and thus begin to explain, synchronicity: this 'order in time' may be
contrasted with the 'order in space' familiar in crystal structures. The range of
potential applications means that this field has an attractive inter-disciplinary
characterand the mathematicalaspects typically involve large systems of coupled
non-linear differential equations and the heavy use of computers to discern the
behaviourof their solutions.
Parts I and II of Synch deal with examples from biology and physics that are
modelled by networks of mutually coupled oscillators; Part III is more speculative
and looks at synchronicityin chaotic systems and networkswhere the connectivity is
less regular - the so-called 'small-world' networks. From the plethora of clearly
presentedexamples, I shall unpick a threadfrom PartsI and II which, I hope, gives a
flavourof this new areaof mathematics.
In one of his last pieces of research,NorbertWienerhypothesisedthatthe 10 Hz
alpha rhythm seen in brain waves might function as a biological clock and that the
10 Hz frequencywas maintainedby the spontaneoussynchronisationof a myriadof
coupled neuraloscillators. The data, and Wiener'smodelling, were inconclusive and
it was left to Art Winfree to pick-up the reins afterWiener'sdeath in 1964. Winfree
proposed a broad-brushmodel of biological oscillators involving an 'influence
function' governing an oscillator's emission of signals, a 'sensitivity function'
governing an oscillator'sresponse to signals and the notion of connectivity - which
oscillators respond to which signals. Early models assumed equal and mutual
connectivity between oscillators and computer experiments pointed to a 'phase
transition'favouringsynchronisedbehaviouronce the varianceof the distributionof
the frequencies of the oscillators was sufficiently small. In the 1970s, Yoshiki
Kuramotogave an analyticalsolution of a special case of Winfree's model (when the
coupling is sinusoidal in form) and Strogatz in the 1980s supplied a proof that the
non-synchronisedstate was unstableabove the phase transitionthreshold. When the
varianceis zero (so all the oscillatorsare identical) Strogatzand Mirollo were able to
build on Peskin's work on the pacemaker cells of the heart to prove a general
theorem guaranteeingsynchronicity for a wide class of influence and sensitivity
functions. Then, in the 1990s, came the realisation that Kuramoto's model - a
solution waiting for a problem - was, in fact, the right model for an array of
Josephsonjunctions. (As an aside, it is typical of Strogatz'seye for the human side
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